
INSTALLATION STYLE GUIDE

WHITE-RED BLACK-REDWHITE-BLUE BLACK-BLUE

HOW TO INSTALL YOUR FRUIT SALAD TILE IN A TOSSED AND RANDOM PATTERN:

Fruit Salad is made up of two di�erent but related tile designs available in two di�erent colorways each, which are 
installed in a randomly mixed and rotating fashion to achieve a completely tossed and random repeating pattern. 

We recommend that you order equal portions of Fruit Salad White-Red and White-Blue or Black-Red and Black-Blue 
mix them in a 1:1 ratio. You may also choose to order Fruit Salad White-Red, White-Blue, Black-Red, Black-Red and 
mix them all together 1:1:1:1.

Inspect the tiles prior to commencing installation. Cement tiles have variation in color and design and will not be identi-
cal from piece to piece, so we suggest mixing tiles from di�erent boxes. Blending will insure they share the array of 
variation over the entirety of the tiled surface. This process is similar to installing natural stone - you want to inspect and 
mix the material first to ensure that you end up with a consistent overall look. 

To use one tile colorway, rotate each tile by one turn as you install. As you place tiles, check for pattern emerging or 
clumps of color, then vary the turn of the tiles to prevent patterns or clumps of color from appearing.

To use two tile colorways, put the two di�erent tiles in succession, and rotate each tile by one turn as you install. As you 
place tiles, check for pattern emerging or clumps of color, then vary the turn of the tiles to prevent patterns or clumps 
of color from appearing.

To use all four tile colorways, put the four di�erent tiles in succession, and rotate each tile by one turn as you install. As 
you place tiles, check for pattern emerging or clumps of color, then vary the turn of the tiles to prevent patterns or 
clumps of color from appearing. 
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